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STRATIFICATION OF THE WELFARE POOR:
INTERSECTIONS OF GENDER, RACE, & “WORTHINESS”
IN POVERTY DISCOURSE AND POLICY
By: Bridgette Baldwin 1
On average, we black women have bigger, better problems
than any other women alive. We bear the burden of being
seen as pretenders to the thrones of both femininity and
masculinity, endlessly mocked by the ambiguously gendered
crown-of-thorns imagery of ‘queen’ Madame Queen, snap
queen, welfare queen, quota queen, Queenie Queen, Queen
Queen Queen. We black women are ﬁgured more as stand-ins
for men, sort of like reverse drag queens: women pretending
to be women but more male than men—bare-breasted, sweatglistened, plow-pulling, sole supporters of their families.
- Patricia Williams 2
INTRODUCTION
Welfare policy in theory aims to compensate those in
need, usually those existing at or below a ﬂuctuating poverty
line. The policy behind welfare has always been devised.
However, who is designated as poor and when that poverty is
deserving of compensation has never been fully determined
by economic conditions, but most crucially by subjective
interpretation of “worthiness.” As a perfect example, in the
1980s, black women across the country were exposed, uplifted
and appreciated as the “queens” of American poverty. At the
behest of this black “queen’s” inauguration was the future 40th
President and then Governor of California, Ronald Reagan.3
In his highlighting of welfare programs, Reagan hailed black
women as the ultimate “welfare queens.”4 You have heard the
story, with minute details which differ from region to region: the
Black “welfare queen”5 had a generally lavish lifestyle driving
around in her nice new Cadillac never really going anywhere in
particular, unless off to pick up her welfare checks (which by
the way she had gotten rich on) or to dine on steak and lobster.
However, she usually stayed at home watching soap operas like
“Days of our Lives,” generating more income by producing
baby after baby. She was cunning yet shiftless, clever in her
manipulation of the system yet uneducated, and active in her
endeavor to con the system yet lazy in her work ethic. All hail
the “welfare queen.”
This representation of black women permeated the
discourse of welfare reform in the 1980s and later served as
an important propaganda image in the social policy switch
from welfare to workfare.6 We needed a reason to reduce
resources to the poor and what better way than to use the
notoriously lazy black woman as a scapegoat. She was the
personal manifestation of a lazy well-fed government that
had produced no proﬁts and was the reason for the country’s
economic decline. Despite the containment of many black
women within the economic status of the working poor, black
women were painted as the picture of the “welfare queen,”
4

designated as undeserving and unworthy of any social welfare
beneﬁts and as the poster child for the neo-conservative small
government, big business movement.
If we move backward to the 1880s at the start of
welfare policies in the post Reconstruction Era, we see a
completely different standard of compensatory worthiness,
but one with almost the exact same policy outcome. Again
black women’s identity was not purely deﬁned by a standard
of economic poverty but predicated on notions of moral
ﬁtness and even conceptions of employability. In this era, for
almost the opposite reason, black women were central to the
discussion and marginalized from the help of social welfare.7
However, instead of being heralded as the lazy “welfare
queen,” they were marked as despicable, employable workers
because of their consistent labor during slavery.8 Unlike
white women, who were part of a rising white middle-class
that fostered female respectability by relegating women to
the domestic sphere and protecting them from public labor,
black women were seen as perfect for work and for this reason
not eligible for compensation for the very real poverty they
faced while working.9 Under the patriarchal domestic code,
“proper” women stayed home and took care of their husbands
and children, and if the husband died the state would step in to
ﬁll “his” void.10 Hard-working husbands could earn sufﬁcient
money to support their families.11 Fittingly, this allowed society
to deny black mothers the same protection as “proper” mothers
who worked in their own homes. Because black women were
required to work outside the home, they were excluded from
poverty compensation. Moreover, because black women
usually worked in white women’s homes they provided the
labor to ensure white female respectability.
This history of economic “worthiness,” this revelation,
is signiﬁcant for welfare policy discourse. When black people
were stolen from Africa and sold into slavery, the plantation
system rarely discriminated between man, woman, old, young,
weak or poor.12 So in that sense the post-slavery argument
is consistent; working-class black women have continually
been “working mothers” without the protected status of
respectable motherhood. Black women have been expected to
work. Yet the image of black women has been distorted over
the 100 years since the Reconstruction to reinforce normative
conclusions that they are unworthy of welfare. During the
formative stages of welfare policy-making in the 1880s, black
women were thought undeserving of welfare because they
were considered inherently employable. By the 1980s, black
women were uniformly deemed unworthy of welfare because
they were “welfare queens,” lazy by nature and unwilling
participants in the labor force. What we rarely think about
is the permanent centrality of black female images to welfare
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discourse. “She” is consistently deemed to be the negation, of the discussion in this era, the Progressive Movement’s image
the opposite of compensatory worthiness within the poor of “mother,” which relegated her to the domestic sphere, was
for contradictory reasons. Importantly, charting the changes solely dependent on the labor of black women in the homes
in the meaning of black women’s relationship to worthiness of white “mothers.” The construction of social welfare policy
and poverty compensation is not a history of their poverty that required women to work in their own home excluded
but diagrams the evolution of the rapid transformation and black women and exposed the foundations of public welfare
decline of social welfare programs in the United States through policy as inherently racialized and white.17 The advocates for
a misrepresentation of the black female image.
Mother’s Pension constructed the family along white middle
A social and historical examination of black women’s class standards and norms. Entitlement to certain social
representation within welfare policy and discourse reveals beneﬁts was predicated on losing a male provider and offered
that social constructions of race and gender have consistently protections only to women who labored in the home. These
informed welfare reform policies that rationalize inequitable constructions ran counter to the reality of black family life
and the labor demands placed on black
distributions and unrealistic visions of
women in particular.
the social world. This paper analyzes the
. . . welfare was rarely meant
The
political,
economic
historical, cultural and legal treatments
to remedy the structural
and social opportunities provided
and representations of poor black women
by industrial capitalism during the
from Progressive Era philanthropic aid to
crunch of poverty.
Progressive Era were stratiﬁed along
early “work-to-welfare” reform protocol.
racial lines. The clarion call for progress
When black women serve as the case
during this period seemed ironic at best
study for a larger examination of social
policy issues we see that welfare was rarely meant to remedy when considering that this period was also the ostensible
the structural crunch of poverty. Working class black women nadir of race relations. Black men and women suffered due
have been at the center of the construction of the poor and to persistent acts of racial violence and discrimination at the
serve as the designation to determine which people deserve hands of poor whites, particularly in the South.18 Further,
to be compensated for being poor.13 This paper discusses social welfare reform efforts subjected private relationships
both the ramiﬁcations and rationale of why the government within black families to public scrutiny as a pre-condition for
never designated black women as “deserving” poor and the alleviating poverty conditions.19 This is not to suggest that
implications of constructed images in the post-reconstruction sexual and racial equalities were not part of the Progressive
period, the New Deal Era, the 1960s AFDC agenda, and 1980s agenda; they just were just secondary concerns. Structural
dynamics and changes to the meanings of gender identity
welfare to work reform.
made it difﬁcult for black women to meet ideas of what it
PROGRESSIVE ERA
meant to be a respectable or a decent mother.20 White women
tried to improve their lives and the lives of their families
The Progressive Era historically has been popularly but created and endorsed policies that ignored the particular
understood as a movement of positive social reform and the role black women played as the matriarch of their particular
rise of the feminist movement.14 However, the changing socio- familial experiences. As historian Eileen Boris argues, “though
economic landscape of turn of the century depression, post- reformers deﬁned motherhood as a positively valued nurturing
slave economy, and rapid urban-industrialization left many activity…women of color... had to labor for others and could
people exposed to the underside of capitalist progress.15 From not fulﬁll the dictates of ‘true womanhood.’”21
this reality emerged a collection of middle class reformers
A woman’s eligibility for Mother’s Pensions was
concerned with conceptualizing a more humane relationship determined by her moral standing in the community.22
between industry and the increasingly poor and largely Progressive reformers were dedicated to serving those who
(im)migrant communities.
they deemed to have proper morals and worthy character and
The rise of Progressive Era women reformers stood who deserved assistance due to temporary hardship.23 Poor
at the center of this formation. These reformers concentrated working mothers were deemed undeserving poor. While many
on improving the conditions of women who were being pushed European immigrants could also be excluded by these general
into the industrial labor force because of poverty resulting guidelines, black women were haunted by images of their slave
from death, divorce or insufﬁcient employment of their male past. Black women had always been part of the labor market
providers. The major thrust of politics and policy urged by and never protected by the laws of marriage and hence were
these reformers was the protection of women from the travails branded as inherently undeserving and suspected of vice,
of a rapidly changing world and the brutal labor market. immorality and intemperance in ways that working class white
Progressive Era women reformers stressed reorganization ethical women were not.24 Mothers had to be ﬁt and proper
of the family and were instrumental in the establishment of and this deﬁnition was left to the discretion of local overseers
the ﬁrst social welfare program for women: the “Mothers’ of the relief. Initial Mother’s Pensions regulations required in
Pensions.”16 However, if we place black women at the center many states that a woman be a widow and enforced strict yet
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ambiguous behavioral standards.25 What really came out of families. Most black family members worked as agricultural
the Mothers’ Pensions was that those white women deemed wage laborers and sharecroppers in the south and low skilled
deserving were helped. Black women were encouraged to craft workers or domestics in the north. In addition, black
organize for their pensions separately, but this was an unrealistic men who were hired out into positions which were considered
request considering the lack of political and economic power more professional, were not hired for long and therefore black
in the hands of the black community.26 Nonetheless, the women had to make consistent and substantial contributions
National Association of Colored Women (NACW) organized to their families.32 Here, the “undeserving” angle showed its
to create better social conditions for black women. Unlike the face quite often in the domestic work performed by black
platforms that endorsed Mothers’ Pensions for white women, women. With the strong expectation of female domesticity,
this organization encouraged women to work to improve black women were summarily excluded from the beneﬁts
of the Mothers’ Pensions because
the economic conditions of the family
they had always worked and were seen
and the national reputation of black
The new American welfare state
womanhood.27
as able to work.33 As an example, the
Lack of economic and political intentionally excluded black families, Sheppard-Towner Act,34 also known
strength was not the only shortcoming particularly black women, from access as the maternity bill, provided federal
black women faced; they also had to deal
funds to states for health and welfare of
to social welfare beneﬁts
with the legalized conditions of racism.
mothers and infants during maternity.35
States were given unfettered discretion
The highly celebrated achievements
of the Progressive Movement co-existed with the Jim Crow as to how they distributed funds.36 Since racialized notions
Era in the South and its more covert operation in northern of motherhood heavily informed this discretion, black women
cities. In fact, Jim Crow Laws were on the books as early as the did not receive the same funds as their white counterparts.37
1890s and the policies ran the gamut from more benign legal Hence, the umbrella protections afforded to white women
sanctions on public housing, employment and recreation to the were not afforded to black women. So-called “progress” in
more pernicious forms of racial violence including rapes and this era was stratiﬁed along racial lines. While the ensuing
lynchings. 28 The Plessy v. Ferguson29 doctrine of “separate but Great Depression could have instigated an egalitarian level of
equal” became the formalized manifestation of longstanding compensation because everyone was poor, we ﬁnd that the
white anxieties about black progress. Even in the more liberal distribution of federal money still continued along racial lines.
North, the segregation of settlement houses and social
programs along the lines of race denied that white supremacy
NEW DEAL OR RAW DEAL
was the “peculiar institution” of the South. The most public
With the worst stock market crash in history and the
and spectacular exhibitions of how former slaves were not
treated as citizens were the charred bodies and punctured souls Great Depression descending upon the states, thousands of
that lynching parties left on display. According to historian people ﬂooded soup kitchens in urban and rural communities
Jacqueline A. Rouse, the legalized sanctioning of lynching across the nation. Black people, who were already living
during the Jim Crow Era promoted white supremacy and in poverty, suffered even greater losses from the economic
maintained subordination and intimidation of black people.30 depression. The agricultural collapse in the southern states
Under the specter of Jim Crow, most turn of the century led to the near destruction of the tenant farming system and
social reform was born. This is not to deny the sympathetic severe unemployment for many black families that still toiled
supporters and charitable settlement houses set up to assist on southern land as others had made decisions to leave the
poor black families in the North, but in the larger scheme of South a few years prior. At the same time, black women in
things these supporters were far and few between, speciﬁcally the North also began to lose their jobs in exorbitant numbers
in southern communities. Most of the policy-makers were, and were replaced by white women domestics as they were left
after all, faithful to a racist ideology that supported racial unshielded by the plight of the Great Depression.38 In 1932,
violence, unequal political and legal systems, and inferior social President Franklin D. Roosevelt promised to provide economic
services. Out of the bondage of slavery most black families security for all Americans with the “New Deal.”39
The
were relegated to agricultural and, for women, domestic labor unprecedented economic policy decisions during Roosevelt’s
to survive. Racism further hindered the advancement of black “Frst 100 Days” brought about new agencies and programs.
people and kept them working in menial jobs.31 Social welfare President Roosevelt’s New Deal projected to implement
policies in particular ignored the role of the black mother and ideas from the Progressive Era and consolidate them into a
the stratiﬁcation of labor in the black family.
federally sponsored program. Still, the new American welfare
Black families lived in a world with considerably state intentionally excluded black families, particularly black
restricted opportunities and blatant discrimination. During this women, from access to social welfare beneﬁts under New Deal
time period black women were not protected by the Mothers’ legislation.40
Pensions and the social welfare beneﬁts because they were
With the rise in the immigrant population, the political
considered employable women and they had to support their controllers were all too delighted to bypass the economic and
6
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racial problems of black families. According to historian black families from earning wages at any signiﬁcant rate above
Michael Brown, there was no need to deal with the “Negro poverty.61
problem” because it was presumed that the New Deal politics
State-subsidized
machinery
beneﬁted
white
would lessen racism by raising the standard of living for all landowners by increasing productivity while eliminating the
people through social reform.41 However, under the New Deal need for black tenant farmers.62 Thus, agricultural innovations
administration, social welfare organizations did little to change caused the displacement of more black families. Even where
the quality of life for black people.42 Although Roosevelt black workers remained on white farms, lax enforcement of
is credited with changing the economic prosperity of the AAA policies requiring landowners to channel a portion of
country with various acts and disbursements of money to state government crop reduction pay to tenants guaranteed that
polities, it comes at no surprise that there was an increasing black tenants were deprived of their share.
and detrimental pattern of inequitable distribution of funds
The Social Security Act (SSA), which included both
43
to the black poor. Roosevelt extended social beneﬁts to old age insurance and public relief, was another example
whites, while discriminatory practices implemented by state of race-based policy implementation.63 Seemingly coloragents constructively denied those same benﬁts to blacks.44 blind policies continued to intentionally deny black families
Unfortunately, black families continued to suffer and were not access to beneﬁts.64 The SSA speciﬁcally excluded domestic
equally included in Roosevelt’s New Deal for all Americans.45
and agricultural workers from receiving beneﬁts upon the
Ironically, programs under New Deal legislation loss of a breadwinner.65 As mentioned previously, these
began to systematically push black men into unemployment.46 areas of employment were predominately occupied by black
For example, the National Recovery Administration (NRA)47 workers.66 The Works Progress Administration (WPA), which
and the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) of 193348 were concentrated on employment rather than relief, also instituted
considered to be pivotal in the early stages of “New Deal” color-blind policies. However, without the enforcement by
policy making.49 One of the NRA’s major “color-blind” policies the federal government of non-discriminatory practices, black
was to implement equitable wage standards across all races.50 workers were intentionally excluded from access to public jobs
However, there was a signiﬁcant disparity in racialized wage in everyday practices.67 Between 1936 and 1942, black workers
earnings for black workers especially in southern regions.51 were hired for roughly only 15 % of the jobs offered under
The NRA and the federal government endorsed longstanding the WPA.68 Due to the intentional exclusion of black men
regional practices by refusing to enforce national standards of from the labor market, black families began to lose their male
industry and labor. There was little done to control state-to- breadwinners. Most black women were in the labor market,
state disparities and deviations of salaries to black workers. but women who had never worked were also being forced to
In addition, some southern employers refused to pay black earn the family wage or apply for public relief. Although New
workers as much as white workers on the view that black labor Deal policies endorsed giving welfare beneﬁts to women who
was signiﬁcantly less efﬁcient than white labor.52 Further, headed households, most public relief, which was controlled
when employers in southern states were forced to pay whites by local governments, was also predicated on the former
and blacks equally, they threatened to ﬁre all black employees domesticity of the women. Because of the legacy of racism
and replace them with more efﬁcient white employees.53 and the concentration of black families below the poverty
Obviously still offended by the government appropriation of line, many black women had always been in the labor market
well before the New Deal. Therefore,
their commodiﬁed labor,54 southerners
were determined to keep black labor
black women continued to be excluded
Access
to
the
program
was
still
55
from public relief, social beneﬁts, social
cheap.
determined by an ambiguous
security and other forms of welfare
Black women fared no better.
Although many black women already “suitable home” standard which because their status as “employable”
labored in the market, an increasing
excluded most needy black families. made them again, undeserving of
government help.
number of black women became the sole
The program that could have had
breadwinners for their families. Because
of the scarcity of jobs during the Great Depression, black the most impact on public relief for black women was the
women were exploited by their domestic employers and were Aid to Dependent Children Act (ADC). ADC was merely an
paid very little per week to support their families.56 In many extension of Mother’s Pensions69 and similarly guided by ideas
states, black women were paid the lowest salaries outside of of the so-called deserving poor. Access to the program was still
and below NRA’s federal standards.57 In addition, the NRA determined by an ambiguous “suitable home” standard which
refused to include domestic work, agricultural work or common excluded most needy black families.70 Further, federal agencies
laborers among those who should receive the minimum wage.58 under political pressure from southern states allowed local
In the South in particular, black women represented 60 % governments to determine the speciﬁc criteria for eligibility.
59
of the domestic workers corps, and roughly 40 %60 of the Most southern states were dependent on cheap black labor and
agricultural labor was Black. Refusal to include occupations very reluctant to create policies that gave black workers access
that were dominated by black labor under NRA precluded to federal relief.71 Although later ruled unconstitutional,72
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minimum residency requirements mandated by local assisted programs under-served the black community and
governments also excluded most black migrant workers.73 solidiﬁed the place of black families at the bottom of a racist
Further, many southern states conditioned access to public regime. Black families continued to be moved to substandard
relief to mothers who had never worked in the labor market, housing complexes and were relegated to the worst health care
which would exclude most black mothers. Southern states facilities in the country. The result of the end of World War
reasoned that black mothers had always worked and asked II led to immense poverty due in large part to displacement
why anything should change because
of women and black workers when
of this new program.74 Such restrictive
white soldiers returned. Changes in the
Because black women were
measures left families, and particularly
structure of the so-called nuclear family
black mothers, in a state of signiﬁcant deemed inherently undeserving, they became evident particularly in poorer
were subjected to benign neglect by state communities. For example, in 1950
poverty and despair.75
Access to beneﬁts under
approximately a quarter of the population
and national governments.
new nationalized welfare policies was
of black mothers were separated,
structurally distinguished by race and
divorced or widowed.83 Children living
gender, attaching welfare beneﬁts to socially constructed notions in one-parent households in the black community rose from
of what qualiﬁes as a traditional family organization. Family roughly 22 % to 32 % in ten years.84 Although the rise in single
(dis)organization determined what relationship, if any, a family parent income could represent the increase in the number of
could have to the American welfare state.76 Because of various black mothers on AFDC, this rationalization ignores the reality
acts that caused displacement among black families during the of the social, economic and political plight of black families.
Great Depression, there was a high proportion of female- Several presidential administrations have tampered with the
headed households.77 In the North, a reported 30 % of black American welfare state. Unfortunately, the impact of this
families were headed by single, divorced or widowed women.78 haphazard effort at reform has been very detrimental to singleThe ease with which New Deal policies excluded much of the parent households headed by black women. In particular, the
black male labor force from social insurance created a legal expansion of the American welfare state to include single black
barrier that was greater for black women than for similarly- mothers created a cultural backlash motivated by racism and
situated white women. For instance, rising out of poverty was sexism and opened the door to what President Clinton called
more difﬁcult for black women than their white counterparts “the end of welfare as we know it.”85
because New Deal policies extended to similarly-situated white
The previously mentioned Aid to Dependent Children
women where the husband was unemployed or dead. This is Act (ADC)86 originated in the Social Security Act of 1935 but
especially true where black men suffered from unemployability. has its historic foundation in the Progressive Era as a remnant
Welfare policies distinguished among households based on of Mothers’ Pensions.87 Similar to Mothers’ Pensions, ADC
how they became female-headed—whether by death, divorce, was originally intended to continue to allow deserving mothers
abandonment, or single motherhood, for example—so black to stay at home with their children while receiving public
families and images of black womanhood became the focus assistance. Most ADC programs provided beneﬁts to families
of public scrutiny and outcry.79 New Deal programs therefore who lost a male breadwinner due to death, abandonment or
failed to protect black women in two ways: as capable mothers unemployment. Conceptually, the structural problem with the
early foundations for this program was the continual role of
and as capable workers.80
As black communities were further consolidated an ambiguously deﬁned notion of worthiness. Because black
into urban ghettos after World War II, black female-headed women were deemed inherently undeserving, they were subjected
households would ﬁnally come under the umbrella of state to benign neglect by state and national governments.88
In 1950, a series of changes to ADC occurred, including
aid. However, these very inclusions were predicated on the
fortiﬁcations of false theories about black family deviance and a name change to Aid to Families with Dependent Children
dependency in female-headed homes in particular.81 Ideas (AFDC).89 Like its predecessor, AFDC continued to offer
derived from the infamous Moynihan Report82 and the urban cash assistance to the deserving poor. State and local governments
application of the “culture of poverty” theory would hide an controlled the administration and eligibility requirements for
entire history of white working class social mobility that had relief. Particularly in southern states, restrictive eligibility
been predicated on state and private aid. The misrepresentation requirements continued to exclude black mothers from relief.
of black deviance and the masking of white dependency For example, the infamous “man in the house” rule allowed
states to remove beneﬁts from black mothers who had a male
signaled the beginning of the end for welfare in America.
(not son) living in the home.90 Likewise, the “employable”
AID TO SOME FAMILIES WITH
standard required all black mothers to work unless they were
DEPENDENT CHILDREN
handicapped or sick.91
After a series of liberal amendments in the 1960s,
The postwar 1950s and 60s witnessed racial clashes the number of AFDC beneﬁciaries began to increase
and increasing ghetto unrest. State and local government- dramatically and more poor single black mothers gained access
8
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to the program’s beneﬁts.92 From 1960 to 1970 there were lower property taxes. This pulled the rug out from under the
approximately 5 million people receiving public assistance, ﬁve socio-economic infrastructure of central cities and instigated
times more people than were on the welfare rolls between 1950 the rise of what we now call “the ghetto.” Mythical binary
and 1960.93 With increasing caseloads and changes in the racial oppositions of group dependence versus individual will and
composition of recipients, AFDC came under severe political suburbanization versus ghettoization obscured the history of
attack followed by a profound resentment of this program and state funding for other immigrant and regional communities in
the poor. 94 The many reasons for this backlash include the their transition from ethnic European to white. 101
simple fact of the increased legions of poor citizens receiving
The commitment to engage in the “War on Poverty”
95
public relief from taxpayers.
during the Johnson administration had lost its zeal by the time
Another reason for the immense backlash, particularly California’s Hollywood screen star turned governor took ofﬁce.
against black mothers, was the notorious report authored by The Reagan Administration’s use of the “welfare queen” image
the Assistant Labor Secretary (and future Senator) Daniel fabricated and reinforced images of criminal and sexually
Moynihan. Moynihan suggested that the economic conditions promiscuous black women.102 This successful misinformation
of the black family resulted from their deviation from American campaign framed the national welfare conversation, and the
family norms.96 The reason for the terrible plight of the black public began to oppose welfare programs, fearing that high
family was that most black males had a signiﬁcantly high assistance payments reinforced the cycle of poverty and
rate of unemployment and therefore could not be adequate ensured long-term dependency. The Reagan Administration
breadwinners for their families.97 This in turn produced a promulgated policies based on these welfare fabrications by
signiﬁcant surge in unsupported illegitimate children among signiﬁcantly cutting beneﬁts, under-funding childcare and jobblack families, an increase in female-headed households and a training facilities, and creating legal barriers for poor women to
cultural dependency on welfare by black women and children.98 gain access to public assistance.103 Unfortunately, the effects of
So, not only was the taxpayer’s money being used to support a these policies outlasted the Reagan era. Reagan simply paved
huge population, it was being used to support a huge “Negro” the path for the decadent decline of federal cash assistance for
population. Moynihan’s report grossly mischaracterized the poor and the push of under-skilled and under-supported
black families in general and black mothers in particular. All black women into a labor market that did not even exist (no
demographic metrics upon which Moynihan relied ignored jobs or beneﬁts).
the historical legacy of systemic and intergenerational racism
A WOMAN’S WORK IS NEVER DONE
that produced the high unemployment rates observed today.
State and societal discrimination, not inherent deﬁciencies, is a
Although Reagan succeeded in creating a negative
driving contributor to black poverty. Thus, Moynihan justiﬁes
state indifference to poverty by ignoring historical context and image of welfare and limited the coverage for both working
and non-working poor, some cash assistance was still available
places blame squarely upon the poor for their poverty.
Lastly, the emerging “culture of poverty” theory, before the 1990s welfare reform agenda. By 1987, Congress
combined with the pre-existing Moynihan Report, explicitly was ready to take up the issue of welfare reform and passed
racialized and gendered the category of poverty as black and the Family Support Act (FSA) the next year. The FSA aimed
female. The “culture of poverty” theory posited that economic to assist middle-class white mothers with young children
who were entering the labor force.
inequality was not an issue of larger
This focus gave states the ﬂexibility
social forces but a product of deviant
the
emerging
“culture
of
poverty”
to require those poor mothers who
cultural behaviors antithetical to delayed
theory . . . explicitly racialized
were receiving beneﬁts to also work.104
gratiﬁcation, economic modesty and
productive labor; while the characteristics and gendered the category of poverty Despite the Reagan Administration’s
of economic dependency would be
signiﬁcant cuts and stringent guidelines,
as black and female
passed on through the generations.99
the number of poor people on AFDC
Unfortunately, this theory became largely
climbed 30 % between 1989 and
associated with black female-headed households. This in turn 1994, with a signiﬁcant rise in the single black household
reinforced a pre-existing suspicion of the black community. demographic.105 Ironically, it was during the ostensibly more
Welfare, once associated with deserving white women, became liberal Clinton Administration that policies of welfare would
despised as a relief program for allegedly lazy, poor black be central to discussions about governmental reforms and
women.
cutbacks. Despite images of a hip saxophone-playing Clinton,
As a product of these political and academic the so-called “ﬁrst black president,” Clinton’s policies proved
investigations, voices shouted to dismantle the American that he was no stranger to welfare reform106 and no friend to
welfare state and lynch the “welfare queen.”100 Simultaneously, poor black women. Clinton put welfare back on the agenda by
state aid was beginning to be stripped away from black deploying slogans such as “ending welfare as we know it” and
communities and redistributed to white suburban communities. “making work pay.”107 The focus of these debates, pulled from
Industrial factories were encouraged to leave urban centers for the Moynihan Report discourse, quickly turned to eliminating
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welfare and stopping the reported cycle of dependency among
the poor that was fueled by illegitimate births. At the same
time, the birth rate for unwed black mothers was 70 %.108 False
images of single black female-headed households galvanized a
political backlash, and black women became the symbol for
eliminating public assistance and “ending welfare as we know
it.”
Following Reagan’s lead, media images continued to
condemn black mothers as lazy “welfare queens” when they
stayed home with their children, while simultaneously praising
white mothers as good “soccer moms” for staying home
with their children.109 As political scientist Holloway Sparks
correctly notes, “[t]he portrayal of poor women of color—
and particularly African American women—as abusers of the
system, immoral… and [dependent] essentially destroyed their
ability to appear as legitimate and authoritative participants in
the democratic deliberations about welfare.”110 By portraying
public assistance as solely beneﬁting undeserving black
mothers, this scrutiny reinforced public policies relating to
welfare reform, emphasized race and class-based stereotypes
related to women and work, and maintained traditional blackwhite dichotomies.111
Public policy makers stressed eliminating welfare
because it
reportedly
promoted
inter-generational
dependency.112 This policy painted a picture of welfare
recipients who were poor, black, and female. Strikingly, lack of
employment opportunities, racism, or any other form of social
inequity did not enter into the discourse as possible variables
for poor, black women’s place on welfare.113 But laziness,
irresponsibility, and lack of a “strong work ethic” were assigned
as reasons that kept black women on the roll.114 Recall that, a
little over 100 years earlier, the image of poor black women was
not one of laziness but of women who had always worked and
therefore could always work. But, when faced with the idea
that the once lily white face of welfare was becoming black,
the discourse to eliminate welfare quickly turned to negative
images of black mothers as lazy and dependent. Missing from
the discourse is any acknowledgement of the fact that, when
they decided to enter the workforce, white women were wellequipped for a society that had progressed from a primarily
industrial era to an information technology era. Business
management, computer literacy, administrative assistance, and
other types of skills and education were available to white
women. Such training was unattainable by the working black
poor during the industrial era but was needed as economic
relations began to transform. Lacking transitional skills, black
families were forced onto welfare and were seen as resistant
to work, as opposed to unable to attain work or qualifying
skills.115
Against this backdrop, the Clinton Administration
signed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Act (welfare reform), which abolished the federal guarantee
of welfare cash to poor families with dependent children in
1996.116 The federal government also created the Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families Act (TANF),117 which placed
10

deadlines on how long a family could receive public assistance.118
This program came out of the need for the government to
reduce the amount of cash assistance to black poor mothers
and, according to political scientist Richard Fording, it
“represent[ed] a more punitive and restrictive approach to
public assistance.”119 However, the agenda under Clinton was
more covert in its target of black women than was Reagan’s
“welfare queen” agenda, by focusing on studies and reported
“statistical” data that showed that black children lived in more
single-headed households and by using color-blind terms such
as illegitimacy instead of “black welfare queen” images.120 At
the same time, senators and representatives further portrayed
images of the undeserving welfare mothers as cheaters of
the system, robbing taxpayers of their money, child abusers,
drug addicts and the cause of poverty.121 Welfare mothers
were also seen as amoral characters because they refused to
get married and be supported by the male breadwinner.122
It is under these images that the welfare debate galvanized
a hostile environment aimed at poor black mothers. These
policies were shaped by views of black women because, at
this point, when the term “welfare recipient” was discussed,
a caricatured image of deviant black womanhood was ﬁrmly
etched in the national imagination.123 Therefore, welfare policy
reﬂected a sentiment that black mothers needed “tough love”
and that eliminating welfare was the only way to discipline
and instruct their behavior because they would continue to
depend on welfare if left to themselves. Welfare reform, and
TANF in particular, paternalistically imposed discipline and
accountability that came in the form of state-imposed time
limits, which eliminated beneﬁts to black mothers after a
certain date.124
CONCLUSION
It would be inconceivable to believe that a society that
stratiﬁes basic living conditions along racial lines would not
stratify access to public assistance along those very lines. Indeed,
from Progressive Era philanthropic aid to early work-to-welfare
reform, misrepresentations of black women have resulted in
their disparate treatment. During the Progressive Era, poor
black women were undeserving because entitlement to certain
social beneﬁts was predicated on losing a male provider and
offered protections only to women who labored in the home.
Further, only mothers who were considered of a “worthy”
character, were suffering from temporary hardship, and were
“deserving” mothers would be eligible for aid.125 Progressive
reformers deemed poor black working mothers as undeserving
poor, thus denying them aid. During the New Deal era, black
women continued to be excluded from beneﬁts. Access to
beneﬁts under the new American welfare state depended on how
society deﬁned the traditional family organization, and these
deﬁnitions were structurally distinguished by race and gender.
The idea that the American family included the breadwinning
father, the stay home mother, and numerous children guided
most welfare policy designs.126 This social construction of
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the family ran counter to the realities of black families and
the labor demands on black women in particular. During the
transformation of ADC to AFDC, the number of poor single
black mothers on welfare increased. Signiﬁcant shifts in policy
suggested that black women were now undeserving because of
a distinct deviant cultural behavior that encouraged immediate
gratiﬁcation, irresponsible ﬁnancial management, and a refusal
to engage in productive labor. Simply put, black women are
constructed as lazy, dependent “welfare queens.” Based on
these representations from the welfare reform agenda of the
1880s to the 1990s, a political backlash galvanized against
black women, who became the symbol for eliminating public
assistance and “ending welfare as we know it.” Scholars have
predicted that policies adopted by states under TANF with
regard to poor, black mothers will continue to be tough and
result in punitive rules and conditions.127 Finally, we cannot
continue to construct welfare policy that focuses more on the
misrepresentations of black women than on the structural
inequalities that affect everyone. If we continue in this
manner, there will forever be an unbreachable chasm between
the socio-economic realities of all Americans and the terms on
which we decide to further marginalize those very Americans
for being poor.
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